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Taking on the world's toughest energy challenges
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Developing countries lead growth in

electricity demand

Today, OECD and Non OECD countries in demand, rapiooonUng close to 50 percent of the growth in

consume approximately the same levels of OECD electricity use.

electricity, but that relationship will change

significantly as Non OECD electricity demand One of the emerging drivers of darnand globally relates to digital

surges by 150 percent by 2040 warehouses. The New York Times reports that on a worldwide

basis, these data facilities use about 30 billion watts of

As developing countries grow and expand their ecGnornies, electricity, roughly equivalent to the output of 30 nuclear

their need for energy increases. Over the Outlook period, about power plants. Data centers in the United States are estimat-1

85 percent of growth in electricity demand will occur in the to account for one-quarter to one-third of that load.

Non OECD economies.

Natural gas, nuclear and renewables grow to

Increased urbanization in countries such as China and India meet rising electricity demand, while coal and

creates a significant source of this demand. In China, eistricity oil use declines

demand more than doubles, and in India, it more than

quadruples by 2040. Africa will also experience rapid growth The fuels used to meet the world's growing demand for

in electricity use, with demand increasing 335 percent. e!entricity are changing. Gas will see strong growth, increasing

85 percent and approaching one-third of fuel inputs for

The OECD countries will see demand rise about 25 percent by é!éGtricity generatión by 2040. The use of nuclear power

2040. Among these nations, the U.S. has the largest increase doubles over the Outlook period, with strong capacity growth

O 06O
OECD electricity demand Non OECD electricity demand

Thousands of terawatt hours Thousands of terawatt hours

Other Non OECD E

terawatts -ss-c.s,.n.

By 2040, global electricity
Southeast Asia IB

demand will grow by

about 16,000 terawatt

hours (about four times 's '

the current usage of the

U.S.). This growth is driven
iddle

10-

primarily by an increase

in the industrial sector

of more than 75 percent,

followed by residential/

commercial.
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The fuel mix changes sign|f|GànUy by region. Non OECD
--- - - _ ¬-- countries expêr|ênce growth across all fuel types (except oil)

through 2025, with coal capturing the largest share, followed
- - - -

by gas. But that changes from 2025 on, as coal is driven down

in the mix due to climate change policies and a shift toward

more gas, nuclear and renewables. In total, Non OECD fuel

consumption nearly doubles over the Outlook.

In OECD countries, ExxonMobil sees an Ongcing trànsitión

. from coal to gas in the first half of the Outlook period,

with additional renovià'ü|a- and nuclear-generating capacity

becoming more significant after 2025. This will be driven in

large part by the emergance of grêênhause gas policies that,
.• -

together, will create a rising implied cost on carbon emissions

Ù I ' - - through 2040 (see page 34).

Overall, OECD fuel demand grows until about 2030 and then

begins to decline as a result of efficiency improvement gains,

as a higher propertian of generating capacity utilizes more

efficient technologies and fuels such as natural gas. As a
in China and other develeping countries as they seek to diversify result, the OECD is able to meet growing é|éctricity demand
their electricity supply. Renewables - biomass, wind, solar, with little growth in the overall amount of energy used to
hydro and geothermal - become a larger part of the fuel mix, generate that é|éGtridty.
although their contribution remains r6|àtiv6|y small at less than

10 percent.

Fuel into electricity generation Growth in fuels for electricity generation

Quadrillion BTUs Quadrillion BTUs

300 - - - 75 - - - - - -

Non OECD

By 2040, nuclear and
250- - 60-

natural gas power generation

in Non OECD countries is

200- - 45- expected to increase by more

than 150 percent.

,3o _ 30 -

OECD

100- 15- - -
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Natural gas and nuclear become the most When the costs to evercórne the cha||6nges of intermittency

economic fuels for generating power and reliability are fully accounted for in the ecci nics of

wind and solar energy, it becomes clear that they will require

The ecónci ics of electricity are influenced by a number of subsidies, mandates or a rê|êt|vé|y high cost of CO2 to be

factors, including technõ|Ggy, environmental impacts, public carnpatitive with other alternatives.

policies, capital investment costs and fuel prices. These

factors considerably change the |andscape in determining The United States represents a good example of how these

the most economic fuels for generating el6ctricity. variab|6s can impact fuel demand for é!éctiicity. Coal faces

a significant challenge from policies to reduce greenhouse

Today, coal is a very cómpetitive economic option for generating gas ernissiGns; wind and solar face cha||onges related to

electricity. However, as costs arising from greenhouse gas economics and reliability considerations (see page 31);

pGlicies are considered, natural gas becemes increasingly and nuclear faces unique considerations regarding public

competitive, due to the fact that it emits up to 60 percent less Percepti0ns of safety. At the same time, new gas-fired

CO2 than coal when generating é!éctricity. That is why by 2030, generating units use very efficient technologies and are easy to

as implied CO2 costs rise to about $60 per ton in the OECD, we build at a reasõnab|e cost, flexible to operate and suppcited

expect global coal demand will begin a long-term decline for the by abundant gas supplies. As a result, gas is increasingly

first time in modern history. viewed as the most economical fuel choice for electricity

generation for the United States.

Renewab|es are already playing a bigger role worldwide. As

renewables - particularly wind and solar - gain share, there In the future, carbon capture and storage (CCS) technG|õgies

is increasing awareness of the potential downside that these may offer another approach to help reduce CO2 emissiGns.

intermittent resources may have on the cost and ra::âbility However, the use of CCS will likely be limited until impreved

of 6|6ctricity supplies. This is particularly important in those technclügies are developed, and countries adopt appropriate

areas where a significant share of generating capacity may legal and regulatory frameworks to manage its use and

not be available due to lack of wind or sunshine. patential impacts over time.

Average U.S. cost of electricity generation in 2030

Cost per kilowatt hour in 2012 cents

14 Reliability
-

cost

Natural gas, which emits

up to 60 percent less CO2

,o so than coal when used for

electricity generation, will

gain the most. By 2040,
No

co² natural as will accountcost

for 30 percent of global

electricity generation,
4 - - - - -

compared to just over

20 percent today.2 - - - - - - -

O
Coal Gas Nuclear OnshoreWind* SolarPV*

*Windandsolarexcludecostsforbackupcapacityandadditionaltransmission.
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Efficiency gains and public policies help

reduce carbon emissions

Climate change policies will play a key role in As seen in the electricity generation sector, these policies

limiting the growth of greenhouse gas in the future are likely to have a direct and significant impact on the

fuel choices made by individual countries, including a shift

Public policies are a key factor in assessing the energy future, away from coal as CO2 costs rise.

particularly in the area of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

The introduction of rising CO2 costs will have a variety of impacts

Policies related to GHG emissions, and carbon emissions on the economy and energy use in every sector and region within

in particular, remain uncertain. But, for purposes of the any given country. Therefore, the exact nature and the pace of

outlook to 2040, ExxonMobil assumes a cost of carbon as GHG policy initiatives will likely be affected by their impact on

a proxy for a wide variety of potential policies that might the economy, economic competitiveness, energy security and

be adopted by governments over time to help stem GHG the ability of individuals to pay the related costs.

emissions such as carbon emissions standards, renewable

portfolio standards and others. Greenhouse gas emissions related to energy use

are projected to plateau by 2030

For example, in most OECD nations, ExxonMobil expects the

implied cost of CO2 emissions to reach about $80 per ton in A notable finding again in this year's Outlook is that CO2

2040. OECD nations will continue to lead the way in adopting emissions are likely to peak in 2030 due to efficiency gains and

these policies, with developing nations gradually following, a gradual transition to less carbon-intensive energy supplies.

led by China.

CO2
"proxy" cost

Assumed cost of CO2emissions associated
with public policies in 2040 in 2012 dollars

A Less than $20 per ton
A $20-40 per ton
A More than $40 per ton
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',lmhally, from 2010 to 2040, the rate of increase of CO2

emissions will be about half that of energy demand growth.

Two factors impact this: the wise and efficient use of energy and
-

a shift to less carbon-intensive fuels. Of these factors, the most

important over the Outlook relates to improving efficiency of

- energy use as people continue to improve their living standards.

f'
.f j In fact, emissicas patt6rns through 2040 will vary greatly

between OECD and Non OECD countries, ref|6cting the

different stages of economic deve:0pment and varying degrees

and types of energy used at a national level. Overall, Non OECD

emissions will rise close to 50 percent, as energy demand rises

by about 65 percent. Over the same period, OECD emissions

are likely to decline about 20 percent.

t

.
'

Non OECD emissions surpassed OECD emissions in 2004,

and by 2040 Non OECD nations will account for about

70 percent of the global total. However, on a per-capita basis,

OECD emissions will remain substantia||y higher. At the same

time, OECD emissions will remain much lower on the basis of

emissions per unit of scGnamic output, reflecting a significantly
.. higher degree of 6ñ6rgy-êfficient practices and technologies

across their economies.

Energy-related CO2 emissians by region Energy-re!ated CO2 6iii:5510ii5 Per capita Energy-rslated CO2 emissions per GDP

Billion tons Tons per person Tons per thousand dollars of GDP, in 2005 dollars
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